Abstract: We present an estimator-based, or soft, vector quantizer decoder for communication over a noisy channel. The decoder is optimal according to the mean-square error criterion, and Hadamardbased in the sense that a Hadamard transform representation of the vector quantizer is utilized in the implementation of the decoder. An e cient algorithm for optimal decoding is derived. We furthermore investigate suboptimal versions of the decoder, providing good performance at lower complexity. The issue of joint encoder{decoder design is considered both for optimal and suboptimal decoding. Results regarding the channel distortion and the structure of a channel robust code are also provided. Through numerical simulations, soft decoding is demonstrated to outperform hard decoding in several aspects.
Introduction
Traditionally the source and the channel codes of a communication system are designed and used separately. As is well-known, the separation of the source and the channel coding gives no loss in optimality if in nite complexity (delay) is permitted 1, 2]. However, in practical systems, where delay can be a major obstacle, combined source and channel coding may give advantages over traditional tandem coding. Motivated by this fact, the study of vector quantization (VQ) 1 for noisy channels has become a major eld of research 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] .
When designing a VQ system for a noisy channel, essentially one can take on one of two approaches. We will refer to these as the robust VQ (RVQ) approach, and the channel optimized VQ (COVQ) 1 We will use the acronym \VQ" to mean, interchangeably, \vector quantization" and \vector quantizer". approach. In the rst approach, RVQ, the VQ is trained for a noiseless channel and is subsequently made robust against channel errors by the use of an index assignment (IA) algorithm. Index assignment is the procedure of labeling the codevectors of a VQ suitably in order to reduce the impact of channel errors on the reproduction delity (c.f., 17, 18, 19] ). The RVQ approach gives a system that is inherently robust over a set of channels of various qualities. On the other hand, in the COVQ approach the system is trained for a speci c channel, that is, given that the channel is known. Such knowledge modi es the delity criterion in the design to take the distortion introduced by the channel into account (see, e.g., 5, 6, 17, 7, 10, 11] ). Most previous work on channel robust VQ has considered discrete channel models with an emphasis on the binary symmetric channel (e.g., 3, 5, 8, 6, 17, 7, 18, 19, 14] ). In this paper we depart from this path in that we assume that the VQ decoder can use the soft (unquantized) channel output for decoding. Such an assumption leads in a natural fashion to a decoder that is a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimator (c.f., 10, 13] ). We will refer to a decoder that uses the analog channel output as a soft decoder to distinguish it from a conventional VQ decoder based on a hard decision and a table look-up. The main contribution of this paper is a framework for soft decoding based on a Hadamard transform representation of the VQ. We show that this framework has certain advantages over the more straightforward approach of, e.g., 13 ].
For clarity, we refer to VQ with soft decoding by an additional su x \SD" in abbreviations (e.g., VQ-SD, RVQ-SD and COVQ-SD), and to ordinary hard (table look-up) decoding by an additional \HD" (e.g., VQ-HD and COVQ-HD), as was also done in 20].
Historical survey and related work
The overarching subject of this paper is \vector quantization over a noisy channel". Much present research in this area originates in 5], where criteria for optimality were rst formulated. Subsequent landmarks in the development of the subject include 17, 18, 7] . The rst two of these concentrate on the IA problem, and 7] investigates the design and structure of COVQs. The rst treatment of soft decoding for VQ over a noisy channel can be found in 10]. This work considered a linear approximation to the generally nonlinear MMSE decoder for the AWGN channel. The results of 10] were extended to the nonlinear optimal decoder in 13]. Later work, related to 13] and by the same authors, utilizing the nonlinear decoder on a channel with uncorrelated fading can be found in 21, 22] . Furthermore, an early treatment of soft decoding for trellis coded quantization over the AWGN channel can be found in the thesis 23] . The version of the Hadamard-based soft decoder that is referred to as the full entropy decoder below, was introduced in 20, 24] and was later generalized to the optimal nonlinear case in 25, 26] . An application of the optimal Hadamard-based soft decoder to image transmission can be found in 25] , and an application to speech coding in 27].
The Hadamard transform representation of a VQ plays an important role in the present study. It was rst described for VQ-HD in 28], and was further investigated in the thesis 12]. A related framework for construction of constrained VQs having good channel distortion robustness was presented in 14, 29] . Also, the two book chapters 15, 16] provide a thorough treatment of Hadamard methods for VQ-HD analysis.
Organization of the paper
We begin with a preliminary section stating the problem under consideration and introducing the notation used. Then, in Section 3, we derive and analyze the the Hadamard-based MMSE decoder having the leading role of this paper. Here we also state an algorithm for decoder computations. In Section 4 we handle the special case of decoding for full entropy encoding. Next, in Section 5, we investigate some aspects of system design and present design algorithms. In Section 6, the channel distortion of a system with Hadamard-based soft decoding is analyzed and results concerning the structure of a robust system are given. Finally we present numerical results and comparisons in Section 7. Section 8 is a summary of the paper.
Preliminaries
We study block source coding, or vector quantization, over a noisy channel. The investigation is based on the communication system model depicted Figure 1 . In the following three sub-sections we describe the basic assumptions made about the di erent blocks of the system.
The source and the VQ encoder
We will consider a d-dimensional vector source fX n g where one source vector is described by the marginal probability density function (pdf) f X (x). The source is a zero mean, stationary, and ergodic stochastic process. Because of the stationarity of the source, we will omit the speci cation of the time index n. The of the index, i. We assume that the bits, b m (i), are determined by the natural binary code for the index i, replacing logical \zero" with the integer +1, and logical \one" with ?1. Let P i , Pr(I = i) = Pr(X 2 S i ) denote the a-priori probability that index i is chosen by the encoder. The encoder entropy is de ned as the entropy of the random variable I, H(I) = ? P N?1 i=0 P i log 2 P i . In the following we will say that the encoder is a full entropy encoder 3 if P i = 1=N; 8i and, thus, H(I) = k (bits). Decoding for full entropy encoders will be investigated as a special case in Section 4. Finally, for later reference, de ne the encoder centroids fc i g N?1 i=0 , as c i , E XjI = i] = E XjX 2 S i ].
Channel models
In the most general case we consider, the channel is given by an arbitrary pdf, f RjI (r ji), which describes the stochastic relationship between the transmitted index, I, and the received L-dimensional vector R.
We assume that the channel introduces no memory between vectors corresponding to indices transmitted at di erent times. One common special case of this general channel, is the L-dimensional additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, where the received vector is given by R = s i +W. Here, the transmitted L-dimensional vector s i is chosen from a nite set fs i g N?1 i=0 of channel symbols, and W is zero-mean, white and Gaussian; E WW T ] = where fA m g describes amplitude variation and the additive noise fW m g is white and zero-mean Gaussian with variance 2 W . The received vector, corresponding to one transmitted index I, is R = (R 1 ; R 2 ; :::; R k ) T (thus the channel dimension is L = k, the number of transmitted bits). We refer to a channel described by (1) as an unquantized binary memoryless channel, or just a binary channel for convenience. For binary channels, we treat two cases; (i) The known-amplitude binary (KAB) channel, with A m = a; 8m, and; (ii) The Rayleigh-amplitude binary (RAB) channel, where fA m g has the marginal pdf f A (a) = . In this paper we 3 Note that this property depends on the source. Thus a more correct notation would be a full entropy source/encoder pair. However, we will refer to the encoder as a full entropy encoder, under the assumption that the encoder is used on the source for which it was designed. See Section 4 for a further discussion.
will emphasize the KAB and the RAB channels since, as will be seen, the Hadamard-based VQ decoder exhibits particularly useful structure for these channels.
The soft VQ decoder
We study the class of decoders that can be described by vector valued mappings : R L ! R d . The decoder makes use of the channel output, R, and maps it into a source vector estimate (R). We call such decoders soft decoders since it is assumed that the decoder can utilize the unquantized (soft) channel output, R. Such decoders can also be referred to as estimator-based (c.f., 10]) contrasting the detectorbased decoders that are usually employed in vector quantization. In detector-based decoding the decoder is simply a table look-up based on hard decisions. We also assume that the decoder is a function of the channel output, R, corresponding to one transmitted encoder index, I. A more general case is where the decoder regards all channel outputs from time zero (or a subset thereof). This case was studied in 31] for a discrete channel, and in 22] for soft decoding.
By an \optimal" decoder we will throughout refer to optimal in the minimum mean-square error sense. Consequently, we will con ne the discussion to the class of MMSE soft decoders. The mean-square error is by far the most popular delity criterion in vector quantizer design 32] and is well suited for theoretical analysis. The structure of the optimal decoder will be investigated next.
The Hadamard-Based Optimal Decoder
In this section we study an implementation of the optimal decoder. The decoder is expressed in terms of a Hadamard framework. This Hadamard formulation of the optimal decoder is the main contribution of this paper. In deriving the optimal decoder we assume that the encoder (as de ned by the encoder regions, fS i g) is known and xed.
Decoder structure
From estimation theory we know that the decoder function, , that minimizes the distortion D can be written as the conditional expected value (r) = E Xj R = r]: (2) In 10] a linear approximation to (2) was studied. The results of 10] were later generalized in 13] where the generally nonlinear MMSE decoder of (2) was investigated. The conditional expectation of (2) can be expressed in terms of the conditional pdf, f XjR (xjr), for the source vector, X, given the channel output, R, as E XjR = r] = R x f XjR (xjr)dx. Since f XjR (xjr) = f X (x)f RjX (rjx)=f R (r) and f RjX (rjx) = f RjI (rji) when x 2 S i , (2) can be rewritten
Pr(I = ijR = r) c i :
Consequently, the optimal decoder is the conditional expectation (c.f. also 10] and 13])
Pr(I = ijR = r) c i = E c I jR = r]: (3) Note that the soft estimate, (r), is formed as a convex combination of encoder centroids, and that the set of all possible source vector estimates is a subset of the convex hull of the set of encoder centroids. The treatment of optimal decoding is based on (3). As will be illustrated, the Hadamard matrix and the related Hadamard transform are useful tools in describing the soft decoder. We refer to the set of analytical tools related to the Hadamard matrix as the Hadamard framework. As we will see, the Hadamard framework is useful since it provides a description of the optimal source vector estimate in terms of estimates of the individual bits of the transmitted index. We say that a decoder is Hadamardbased when it is expressed in the Hadamard framework, while, on the other hand, we refer to (3) as the general form of the soft MMSE decoder. The basics of the Hadamard framework is described in Appendix A.
We take the rst step in the description of the Hadamard-based decoder by expressing the ith encoder 
This quantity is an estimate of the Hadamard column corresponding to the encoder region that was chosen by the encoder. The estimate,ĥ(r), is referred to as the soft Hadamard column in the following. For later reference, let the components ofĥ(r) be denoted as 4ĥ n =ĥ n (r); n = 0; : (6) To continue, let R hh , P N?1 i=0 P i h i h T i and m h , P N?1 i=0 P i h i . Also letp(r) , E h I jR = r; P i = 1=N; 8i]. Note thatp(r) is the a-posteriori expectation of h I conditioned on full encoder entropy. Now, since N ?1 P N?1 n=0 h n f RjI (rjn) = N ?1 P N?1 i=0 f RjI (rji)] p(r), we have, using (6) and canceling common terms, thatĥ(r) = m T h p(r)] ?1 R hh p(r). Note that in this expression forĥ(r) the a-priori information, stemming from the source statistics, is contained in the entities R hh and m h , and that the structure of p(r) depends on the channel only. We summarize the above results in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (The Hadamard-based soft decoder) Let the encoder centroids be given as c i = Th i , i = 0; 1; : : : ; N ? 1, where h i is the ith Hadamard column (4) . Consider a general channel described by f RjI (rji). Over this channel the MMSE decoder, (r), can be expressed as (r) =X(r) wherê X(r) , Tĥ(r) (7) andĥ (r) = R hh p(r) m T h p(r) : (8) The statisticp(r) is de ned asp (r) = E h I jR = r; P i = 1=N; 8i]:
The a-priori index probability information is separated fromp(r) and is con ned to R hh = we get an explicit relationship between the bits, b n (i), of the encoder index i, the corresponding encoder 4 Generally, throughout the paper, we will also use the notation fagn and fAgn;m for the elements of the vector a and the matrix A, respectively. Unless otherwise stated 0 is the lowest index (n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; m = 0; 1; 2; : : : ) 5 Note that we have e.g. that ( P i P i h i h T i ) P n N ?1 hnf RjI (rjn) = P i;n (N ?1 P i h i )h T i hnf RjI (rjn) = P (12) with r 0 l = f2K T r ? gg l . Hence, the Hadamard-based optimal decoder can be expressed asX(r) = T ĥ (r) whereĥ (r) = R hh F T q(r) m T h F T q(r) : (13) Proof of Theorem 2. See Appendix B.
The matrix F is well de ned, since all elements of the vector in the left-hand side of (10) are also elements of h i . Consequently, F has exactly one non-zero element, the number +1, in each row. Thus, the elements ofq(r) , F T q(r) are sums of elements from the vector q(r) which are real numbers in the interval (?1; +1). Note, however, that usingq(r) directly as a basis for decoding is impractical, since F is a matrix of size 2 N N and thus of exponential size in N. On the other hand, since the component fq(r)g n is formed as a sum of elements taken from q(r), only the positions of these elements have to be stored (for each n). Each such sum will consist of relatively few terms. Also, given ftanh(r 0
an arbitrary element in q(r) can be computed using less than N multiplications. Thus, generallyq(r)
can be computed much more e ciently than a rst glance at Theorem 2 suggests 6 . Onceq(r) is known h(r) can be computed using an order of N log N operations (see Section 3.3 below). Without further speci cation of the channel symbols, s i = Kh i , it is hard to give Theorem 2 an intuitive interpretation. One example where the theorem becomes easier to interpret is when; (i) jjs i jj is constant over i, and; (ii) s i =Kb i for some matrixK (that is, s i depends linearly on the bit-vector b i ).
Then Theorem 2 givesp 
20])
, from to the interval (?1; +1) rather than from \hard" bits belonging to f 1g, giving the decoder expression (13) an enlightening interpretation in this case. As we will see, the interpretation that soft VQ decoding is based on soft bits is a feature of the binary channels as well 7 .
Since the main emphasis in this paper is on the binary channels, we will treat them with some extra care next. However, we emphasize that Theorem 2 holds for a very large class of channels, and that most of the results below, derived assuming a binary channel, can be modi ed to hold for more general channels as well.
In the rest of the paper we will frequently consider the binary channels (KAB and RAB). The main reason for this is that these channels are speci cally straightforward to handle in the Hadamard-framework. To see this, note that since independence 8 allows for splitting the conditional expectation in (9) into products of expectations, we have for the binary channels that p(r) = whereb(r n ) , E b n (I)jR n = r n ; Pr(b n = +1) = 1=2] is the MMSE estimate of the bit b n (I) conditioned on equally likely bit-values. We summarize this result in the following theorem: Theorem 3 (Binary channels) For a binary channel the statisticp(r) can be formed according to (14) in terms of the estimatesb (r n ) = E b n (I)jR n = r n ; Pr(b n = +1) = 1=2] (15) of the transmitted bits b n (I).
We employ Theorem 3 for the two binary channels as follows: First, for the KAB channel it is straightforward to show that,b(r n ) = tanh(ar n = 2 W ). Consequently we have the following result:
Corollary 1 (The known-amplitude binary channel) For the known-amplitude binary channel (with A n = a), we haveX(r) = Tĥ(r) withĥ(r) = fm T hp (r)g ?1 R hhp (r), wherep(r) is formed according to (14) , usingb(r n ) = tanh(ar n = 2 W ).
Note that since the KAB channel can be treated as a special case of the L-dimensional AWGN channel, this result also follows from Theorem 2. Similarly, for the RAB channel we have the following corollary:
Corollary 2 (The Rayleigh-amplitude binary channel) For the Rayleigh-amplitude binary channel we haveX(r) = Tĥ(r) withĥ(r) = fm T hp (r)g ?1 R hhp (r), wherep(r) is formed according to (14) , usingb (r n ) = r n This corollary follows from Theorem 3 in deriving the expression forb(r n ), which is straightforward.
(However, it does not follow from Theorem 2, since the RAB channel is not a special case of the Ldimensional AWGN channel).
In the rest of the paper we will refer to the VQ decoderX(r) = T ĥ (r) as the soft Hadamard column decoder (SHCD), since the decoding is based on the soft Hadamard column (5) . At this point we would like to identify some important advantages of the SHCD over the general form (3) of the MMSE decoder, assuming a binary channel for simplicity: (i) The SHCD is based on the soft bit-estimates (soft bits),b(r n ), which is conceptually appealing and of practical value since such estimates can be calculated from soft information already present in many practical systems; (ii) Constrained versions of the SHCD having lower decoding complexity are readily formulated. We will treat such decoders in Section 4 below; (iii) The concept of VQ by a linear mapping of a block code 29, 14] , which has proven very useful for channel robust VQ-HD, is straightforwardly generalized to soft decoding using the SHCD as a basis. We will comment some more on this in Section 4; (iv) The Hadamard-based optimal decoder permits for an enlightening interpretation of how soft MMSE decoding is built up. The following sub-section is a discussion of this latter aspect.
Interpretation of the decoder structure
This sub-section provides an interpretation of the decoder structure. We assume a binary channel for simplicity, but we stress that the ideas are applicable to more general channels as well. In Figure 2 we have divided the decoding into three stages. The rst stage, the demodulation, is the forming ofp(r) from the received vector r, and named so since demodulation can be seen as an operation that converts the received data into a form more useful for decoding, and the subsequent stages operate onp(r) to build the source vector estimate. The next stage, the forming ofĥ(r) fromp(r), is referred to as the channel demodulation channel decoding source decoding decoding stage. To motivate this, consider that for full entropy encoding we have c.f. the de nition (9) of p(r)], thatĥ(r) =p(r). On the other hand, if there is redundancy in the encoder output, then generallŷ h(r) 6 =p(r). Redundancy in the encoder output can be utilized by an MMSE decoder to counteract channel noise. Thus, the mapping fromp(r) toĥ(r) can be interpreted as channel decoding in the sense that it makes use of the error protecting redundancy. Among the three decoding stages only the channel decoding uses the knowledge of the a-priori information fP i g. The nal stage in the decoding is the source decoding, where the estimateĥ(r) of the Hadamard column h I is mapped into the source space by the encoder matrix T.
The separation of the decoding can be compared to the traditional approach for decoding, which is usually based on the ML-criterion (not taking information about the source statistics into account). This corresponds to the demodulation stage. The impact of a-priori knowledge can be subsequently accounted for by the channel decoding stage where the \ML-statistic"p(r) is transformed into the \MMSE-statistic"ĥ(r).
Relation to the Hadamard transform and an algorithm for computations
Using the relationship between the Hadamard matrix and the Hadamard transform (Appendix A), it is straightforward to show that the components, ffg n , of the vector f(r) = R hhp (r) in (8) , can be expressed in terms of the components, fp(r)g n , ofp(r) as ffg n = P N?1 m=0P (n m)fp(r)g m where fP(n)g N?1 n=0 is the Hadamard transform of the encoder output probabilities fP i g N?1 i=0 , and denotes bit-wise modulo-2 addition. Furthermore, the scalar m T h p(r) can be identi ed as ff(r)g 0 . Consequently, the nth component,ĥ n (r), ofĥ(r) can be expressed aŝ h n (r) = P N?1 m=0P (n m)fp(r)g m P N?1 l=0P (l)fp(r)g l : (17) Note that the numerator of (17) is a convolution of the sequences fp(r)g n andP(n). Thus, since convolution corresponds to multiplication in the Hadamard-transform domain, (17) can easily be computed (see, e.g., 16]). Also, since the Hadamard transform is a fast transform, the complexity of the computation is of the order N log N. For the special case of a binary channel, we provide a constructive proof of this claim in terms of an algorithm. The derivation of the algorithm is provided in Appendix C.
Algorithm for computingĥ(r) in the case of a binary channel Input data: The number of bits k, the probabilities fP i g N?1 i=0 and the bit-estimates fb(r l )g k l=1 .
Output: The value ofĥ(r). 
The Full Entropy Soft Hadamard Column Decoder
In this section, we investigate decoding for an encoder that gives Pr(I = i) = 1 N ; 8i: (19) We refer to such an encoder as a full entropy encoder, since H(I) = k. Note that we are implicitly assuming that the encoder is used on the source for which it was designed. That is, the encoder has full output entropy for this source, while it may have a lower entropy when used on other sources. Note also that the index probabilities of (19) can be used as maximum entropy estimates in the decoder design if the true index probabilities are unknown. This choice gives robustness to variations in the true probabilities.
Thus, the probabilities in (19) 
for the optimal decoder. Hence, MMSE decoding consists in this case of a linear mapping of the statistiĉ p(r). We name this form of the SHCD the full entropy SHCD (FE-SHCD). Note that the FE-SHCD is the optimal MMSE decoder for full encoder entropy over a binary channel. However, one may also regard the FE-SHCD as a sub-optimal, and less complex, alternative to the SHCD gaining close-to-optimal performance if the VQ has high, but less than full, encoder entropy. In such a case we will refer to the structure of the decoder as the FE-SHCD structure.
The encoder matrix, T, is determined by the encoder centroids as c i = Th i ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; N ? 1. To improve the performance when the entropy is not full, we can regard the matrix T as a free design parameter to be determined. That is, given the encoder and the FE-SHCD structure T p(r) on the decoder, determine the best matrix T. To prevent confusion, we by T continue to denote the encoder matrix, and we let A be the parameter in the FE-SHCD structure. Using the MMSE-criterion we have A = arg min A EjjX ? A p(R)jj 2 , (letting A denote the optimal value). Thus, A is given as A = R xp (Rpp) ?1 (21) where R xp = E Xp(R) T ] and Rpp = E p(R)p(R) T ]. In the following we will refer to A p(r) as the optimized FE-SHCD (OFE-SHCD), since it is the optimal decoder chosen from the set of decoders that have the FE-SHCD structure.
An important feature of the FE-SHCD structure is that based on this still more constrained decoders can straightforwardly be constructed. To see this, note that the elements of h i in the expansion c i = Th i for the encoder centroid c i are formed according to (4) as bits and all possible products of di erent bits of the index i. In VQ by a linear mapping of a block code (LMBC-VQ), for VQ-HD 14], only the bits and a subset of the elements of h i that are products of bits are used in the expansion for c i . A block channel code is utilized to describe which products (interpreted as \check bits" of the code) are to be used in the expansion. This technique is straightforwardly applicable also to VQ-SD using the FE-SHCD structure for decoding. The LMBC-VQ approach is in this case equivalent to using a mapping matrix A 9 Note that, besides the index probabilities, the encoder centroids have to be known in the decoder design. These also depend on the source, but are usually treated as a part of the VQ since they form the codebook of the VQ, and can often be assumed known even if the source is partly unknown. 10 Note that this result also follows (perhaps more straightforwardly) from the de nition ofp(r).
that 
VQ Encoder and Decoder Design
This section considers the design of a VQ encoder/decoder pair. However, since the decoder is uniquely given when the source, the encoder and the channel are known, we consider the issue of encoder/decoder design as one of designing the encoder; when the encoder is known it speci es the optimal decoder. We consider the two approaches robust VQ with soft decoding (RVQ-SD) and channel optimized VQ with soft decoding (COVQ-SD), (as discussed in Section 1).
Encoder design for RVQ-SD
The problem of VQ-HD design is a well documented one 32]. For the RVQ approach an index assignment algorithm is required to give channel robustness. Several good such algorithms have been described (e.g., 8, 17, 18, 19] ). In the RVQ-SD approach the Voronoi regions of a VQ-HD codebook, with a good index assignment, is applied to de ne the encoder. Thus, there is no complexity increase in the encoding, as compared to the hard decision equivalent, in utilizing the RVQ-SD approach.
Encoder design for COVQ-SD using the SHCD
A channel optimized VQ system is, as mentioned in Section 1, a system that is trained for a speci c channel. In this case, the criterion for design includes the impact of the channel on the reproduction delity, and the design strives at nding an encoder (specifying a decoder) making the encoder/decoder pair jointly optimal for the given channel (according to the MMSE criterion).
One straightforward approach to system design is an alternating optimization approach, analogous to the generalized Lloyd algorithm 32]. That is, compute the optimal decoder for a xed encoder, then compute the optimal encoder for this new decoder, and repeat. It is straightforward to derive an (22) we see, since f X (x) is non-negative, that the vectors, x, that shall be assigned to the ith optimal region, S i , are those that minimize the integral within brackets in (22) . Consequently, we have, after some manipulations, that S i = x 2 R d : i ? j 2x T (m i ? m j ); 8j (23) where i = E jj (R)jj 2 jI = i], and m i = E (R)jI = i]. For the SHCD, (r) =X(r) = Tĥ(r), we have i = tr(T E ĥ (R)ĥ(R) T jI = i] T T ), and m i = T E ĥ (R)jI = i]. Using (23) it can be shown that the optimal encoder regions, S i , are convex polytopes. That is, convex regions that are bounded by hyperplanes. Consequently, an implication of (23) is that the encoder regions have the same kind of structure as Voronoi regions. As is well known the optimal encoder regions of a VQ-HD are Voronoi regions, or nearest neighbor regions. Thus, most of the various search algorithms applicable to VQ with hard decisions can be used for searching. This is an important feature for applications. Next, we formulate a design algorithm, based on (23) Using this algorithm we obtain a nal partition fS i g which, together with the source, de nes the SHCD.
In practice, expectations over the source are replaced by averages over a training set. The initial partition of step (0) can, e.g., be de ned by the Voronoi regions of a RVQ-HD trained for the source under consideration. The convergence step (3)] can be tested by any of the standard methods mentioned in 32], for example the relative improvement in performance can be used.
Encoder design for COVQ-SD using the FE-SHCD over a binary channel
We conclude this section with a discussion of the design of a VQ system employing the full-entropy SHCD (the FE-SHCD or the OFE-SHCD), assuming a binary channel. In this case, the only parameters depending on the channel statistics needed in the design are E p(R)jI = i] and E p(R)p(R) T jI = i].
Letting = E b (R n )jb n (I) = +1], it can be shown that fE p(R)jI = i]g n = h n (i) w(n) (24) and that fE p(R)p(R) T jI = i]g n;m = h n (i)h m (i) w(n m)+w(n m) (25) where, w(i) denotes the Hamming weight of the natural binary representation of the integer i, and the symbol \ " denotes the bit-wise AND operation. We state a design algorithm employing (24) and ( If the encoder entropy is full, the expression in step (1a) for T is the optimal one. Alternatively, if the FE-SHCD structure is used as an approximation to the optimal SHCD, using the OFE-SHCD as in step (1b) gives a better choice for the updating of the decoder. We emphasize that one major advantage of the FE-SHCD is that the entities E p(R)jI = i] and E p(R)p(R) T jI = i] can be calculated and stored in advance of the training. This is a considerable saving compared to the general case where the corresponding parameters (E ĥ (R)jI = i] and E ĥ (R)ĥ(R) T jI = i]) have to be estimated in each iteration.
On the Channel Distortion and the Structure of a Robust Encoder
In this section we discuss some aspects of channel robustness. We will concentrate the discussion to the encoder structure. The structure of the encoder, or more precisely of the centroids of the VQ encoder, is described by the encoder matrix T.
On the channel distortion in the general case
First we consider the general case where the SHCD is used for decoding over a general channel and the encoder is arbitrarily chosen but known. The total distortion, D, can be split into two terms, the quantization distortion D (28) In (28) we have used the Hadamard transform expression (17) forĥ n . We can see that the channel distortion is dependent on the channel through the value of m n (i) only and, as intuition suggests, D C (i) is low if m n (i) is close to h n (i). Unfortunately, a tractable expression for m n (i) is hard to nd in the general case, where the encoder indices have redundancy and the SHCD is used over a general channel. Because of this, we restrict the rest of this section to some special cases which can be handled in some more detail.
Examining expression (27) further, we note that for encoder/decoder pairs and channels giving m n (i) the form m n (i) = h n (i) n , where n is a positive number independent of the index i, we get D C (i) = where (as before) fP(n)g N?1 n=0 is the Hadamard transform of fP i g N?1 i=0 . Moreover, with the additional assumption of full encoder entropy it is straightforward to show thatP (n) = 0; n > 0, giving The next sub-section considers the implications of (30) in the special case of a binary channel with full entropy encoding.
Full entropy encoder and a binary channel
Assuming full encoder entropy we haveĥ(r) =p(r), and for a binary channel we get, employing (24) , that m n (i) = h n (i) w(n) . Note that 0, thus h n (i) enters as the sign of m n (i). Consequently m n (i) is of the form m n (i) = h n (i) n , with n = w(n) . Employing n = w(n) in (30) . This is, for example, the case when the (unordered) set of centroids fc i g is common among the encoders of the class. We name such a set of encoders a class of P T -constrained encoders, using the value of P T to denote the class. Now, observing that 0 < 1, n=0 t n h n (i). If w(n) > 1 ) t n = 0, then c i = t 0 + P k n=1 t 2 n?1b n (i). We see that this means that the encoder has to have such structure that the ith centroid c i can be described by a linear combination of k of the vectors, t n , with the bits of the index i as weights. Hence, no products of bits are allowed to enter the Hadamard expansion for c i . Consequently, this kind of structure can be described as a linear mapping from the hypercube f 1g k to R d . We say that a VQ encoder possessing such structure is linear. This linearity result is a generalization of the corresponding result for full entropy VQ-HD given in 19, 33] . Note that (31) can be utilized to determine the quality of the IA of a RVQ-SD system. This follows since all encoders resulting from di erent IAs on a xed set of centroids belong to the same P T -constrained class. The best mapping from b i to c i is linear. However, for an arbitrary full entropy encoder there may be no linear description of the centroids. Then the number (1 ? )P T serves as a useful lower bound to the channel distortion over all IAs.
The expression for the channel distortion in a full entropy system can also be utilized in comparing hard and soft decoding. To make such a comparison we cite, (34) between the resulting channel distortion of the optimal soft decoding system and an ordinary VQ-HD decoder, employing the centroids as codebook vectors. Assume, furthermore, that the centroids have such structure that the encoder can be made linear, then we have the ratio between the minimum possible channel distortions as opt , (1 ? )P T 4qP T = (1 ? ) 4q : (35) The ratio opt is depicted in Figure 3 , for the KAB channel versus the corresponding hard channel. In Figure 3 we can observe that the gain of soft decoding, in terms of lower channel distortion, varies between 1 and 1.6 dB in the CSNR interval under consideration. One fact that contributes to the gain is that the soft decoder as allowed to adapt to a varying CSNR. We comment that the gain of VQ-SD over VQ-HD is generally larger for encoders not having optimal IAs (see Section
Binary channel without the full entropy assumption: Spherically invariant codes
If the encoder entropy is not full, the FE-SHCD is generally sub-optimal, and we have to include more terms in the expression for the channel distortion. Again assuming a binary channel, it can be shown that
where f n;m , 1 ? w(n) ? w(m) + w(n m)+w(n m) . Note that f n;m is non-negative 13 . The expression (36) is considerably more di cult to handle than the full entropy expression (31) . Therefore, we treat only a specially restricted class of encoders for which the channel distortion expression becomes tractable. As we will see, such an analysis can give some insight in how the channel robustness is a ected when the transmitted indices contain redundancy. Hence, consider the class consisting of encoders ful lling P n6 =m t T n t m h n (i)h m (i)f n;m = f r;s (1 ? w(n) ) , of this expression is the channel distortion for a full entropy system having the same encoder matrix c.f. Eq. (31)]. Furthermore, for source pdfs which decrease exponentially with the distance from the mean, such as the Gaussian or the Laplacian pdfs, we generally have that V C < P T . Hence, since f r;s is non-negative, f r;s (V C ? P T ) is negative (or zero). This illustrates that a spherically invariant code can give a lower channel distortion, than can a full entropy encoder having the same encoder matrix. Thus, using one particular example we have illustrated that redundancy in the encoder output can be used to lower the channel distortion as compared to the full entropy case.
Numerical Results
In this section we present numerical results and comparisons. First we present results for RVQ-SD versus RVQ-HD. We have simulated the SHCD, the FE-SHCD and the OFE-SHCD. Then we investigate the ability of soft decoding to counteract large errors and bad IAs. The section is concluded with results for COVQ-HD versus COVQ-SD.
In all simulations we have assumed a binary channel (the KAB or the RAB channel). In the VQ-HD results the output of the corresponding hard channel (de ned in Section 2.2) has been used in a table look-up. In the RVQ-HD results the encoder centroids have been used as codevectors, and in the COVQ-HD results the optimal codevectors 7] have been used. In the simulations we consider rst order Gauss-Markov sources with correlation a, modeled as X n = aX n?1 +U n where fU n g is iid Gaussian. The vectors of the corresponding vector source (c.f., Section 2.1) are obtained as X t = X td ; : : : ; X (t?1)d+1 ] T .
The source obtained for a = 0 is the iid Gaussian source. Performance is in most cases measured in terms of the output SNR, EjjXjj 2 =EjjX ?Xjj 2 (abbreviated as \SNR" below). A good index assignment is required in RVQ-SD. We have used the linearity increasing swap algorithm (LISA) of 19] and the simulated annealing approach of 7] . The LISA makes the encoder of an RVQ-HD maximally linear. From the discussion in Section 6 we know that such IAs are good also for RVQ-SD, if the encoder has high entropy. In some cases, when the encoder has much redundancy, we have utilized the simulated annealing approach instead. In lacking theoretical tools in cases when the entropy is not full, we have observed that an algorithm giving a good IA for RVQ-HD also gives a good IA for RVQ-SD. Figure 4 illustrates the principle of soft decoding. In this simulation the encoder is de ned by the Voronoi regions of a RVQ-HD, trained for an iid Gaussian source. Source vector estimates, as obtained when using the SHCD on the KAB channel, are marked by small dots. We can see estimates marking out lines between centroids having indices that di er in one bit only. When there is an \uncertainty" about which index was sent, the decoder compensates this by moving the estimate towards the second most probable vector. Thus, instead of choosing a codevector (that might be the wrong one), the soft decoder outputs an average over the most probable codevectors c.f., Eq. (3)]. In many applications this averaging not only lowers the mean-square error, but also gives errors a more \pleasant" appearance. In image coding, for example, hard decoding tends to give errors that are very distinct and easy to observe while soft decoding gives errors a \smoother" appearance 25].
Illustrating soft decoding

Comparing hard and soft decoding for a xed encoder
A comparison between hard and optimal soft decoding is depicted in Figure 5 . The channel is the KAB channel, the source is a rst order Gauss-Markov source with correlation 0:9, and the encoder is xed and de ned by the Voronoi regions of an RVQ-HD trained for the source. As we can see, soft decoding clearly performs better than hard decoding. At an output SNR of 4 dB, for example, the gain is approximately 2 dB in CSNR. Noteworthy is also the small di erence between the optimal SHCD and the FE-SHCD in this simulation. This latter fact is due to the high encoder entropy (5.87 bits compared to the full entropy of 6 bits). In Figure 6 we compare the SHCD, the OFE-SHCD and the FE-SHCD for an encoder with low encoder entropy (4.76 bits compared to the full entropy of 6 bits). (This encoder was obtained from training a COVQ-HD over a channel with a BER of 5%.) As we can see the di erence between the SHCD and the FE-SHCD is more prominent in this simulation. Note, however, that the performance of the OFE-SHCD is close to that of the SHCD. One conclusion that can be drawn from this example is thus that the OFE-SHCD can give performance close to that of the SHCD, despite its suboptimal structure, also for encoders not having high entropy. For some applications the number of large errors is as least as important a measure of performance as is the mean-square error. Figure 7 illustrates the ability of the SHCD to counteract large errors. This gure shows the relative number of estimates giving a squared error jjX?Xjj 2 larger than 0:5EjjXjj 2 . As we can see the SHCD gives fewer such large errors than the hard decoder and the gain increases for bad channels. Hence, soft decoding can give advantages in applications, such as image coding (c.f., 25]) and in coding the spectral information of a speech coder (c.f., 27]), where large errors can be very annoying. A related comparison is made in Figure 8 , where the performance is investigated for two di erent IAs (a good and a bad). We can see that the SHCD counteracts a bad IA in the sense that the di erence in performance between the two IAs is more prominent when using hard decoding. Thus, the relative gain of soft over hard decoding is higher for encoders with a bad IA. This is also a useful feature in applications, since nding a good IA is generally very di cult for large codebooks. Soft decoding can be applied to counteract the imperfections of a suboptimal IA. 7.3 Channel optimized VQ Figure 9 illustrates the encoder regions for two di erent 4-bit 2-dimensional encoders. To the left are the encoder regions of an encoder trained for a noiseless channel, and to the right we see the encoder regions of an encoder trained for the SHCD over a KAB channel with a CSNR of 2.15 dB (corresponding to a BER of 10%). Note that 3 regions are empty in the latter case. In the experiments, we have observed that generally more encoder regions become empty sets when the encoder is trained for a soft decoder than when the encoder is trained for hard decoding over the corresponding hard channel. Hence, the encoder provides a higher amount of redundancy when trained for soft decoding.
For reference purposes, Tables 1 and 2 Tables 3 through 5 contain results for COVQ-HD and COVQ-SD. For COVQ-SD both the SHCD and the OFE-SHCD have been investigated. The results were obtained as follows: (i) The channel (the CSNR) was xed, and the training was initialized using an RVQ-HD system; (ii) A COVQ-HD was trained (c.f., 7]) for the corresponding hard binary channel; (iii) Using this COVQ-HD as initialization the COVQ-SD was trained employing the results of Section 5. Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of COVQ-SD and COVQ-HD over the KAB channel for an iid Gaussian source and a rst order GaussMarkov source of correlation 0.9, respectively. We can observe that the performance of COVQ-SD is better in all cases. Note also that the di erence between hard and soft decoding becomes larger as the channel noise grows. For the OFE-SHCD we note that the performance coincides with that of the SHCD when the encoder entropy is full. This is the case in Table 3 , for the iid source. Here, all encoders have (almost) full entropies. On the other hand, when there is redundancy in the encoder output, as is the case in Table 4 , the SHCD performs better than the OFE-SHCD. Note, however, that the OFE-SHCD still performs signi cantly better than COVQ-HD. In Table 5 we have listed the results when the systems were designed for the RAB channel and a rst order Gauss-Markov source of correlation 0.9. The performance follows the same trends as for the KAB channel.
The evaluation of the COVQ systems were made at the same CSNRs as those for which the systems were trained. We have observed, though, that the performance is not critically sensitive for mismatch of the encoder with respect to the channel. Regarding the match of the decoder to the channel it is more reasonable in practice to assume perfect knowledge of the channel at the receiver than at the transmitter. Also, the soft decoder is more straightforwardly updated according to a varying channel than is the encoder. 8 
Summary and Conclusions
We have addressed the problem of transmitting a source via vector quantization over a channel producing an analog (unquantized) output. The decoder of the system utilizes the analog channel output for estimation of the transmitted vector. Such decoding is referred to as soft decoding. We have introduced a decoder, the soft Hadamard column decoder (SHCD), being optimal in the sense of minimum mean-square error, and we have investigated some special cases of the optimal decoder having certain structure and lower complexity. We have also presented an algorithm for decoding and provided an interpretation of how the decoding is built up in terms of demodulation, channel decoding and source decoding. Furthermore, we have treated the system design problem, both for the optimal decoder and the suboptimal versions. Moreover, we have analyzed the distortion introduced by the channel and provided results regarding the structure of a robust system. Finally, we have investigated the performance of the proposed systems in terms of numerical simulations.
The simulations con rmed that the SHCD gives better performance than the corresponding hard decoders. The simulations also demonstrated that the constrained versions of the SHCD can give good Table 4 : SNR in dB for various rate R = 1 (bits per dim) systems trained for the KAB channel with soft decoding and hard decoding. The SHCD and the OFE-SHCD have been employed for decoding in the COVQ-SD results. The source is in all cases the rst-order Gauss-Markov source with correlation 0.9. Table 5 : SNR in dB for various rate R = 1 (bits per dim) systems trained for the RAB channel with soft decoding and hard decoding. The SHCD and the OFE-SHCD have been employed for decoding in the COVQ-SD results. The source is in all cases the rst-order Gauss-Markov source with correlation 0.9. performance at lower complexity. Moreover, the soft decoder counteracts large errors and bad index assignments, which is a valuable feature in many applications. s i = K h i . This is a useful representation since it gives the relationship between the bits of the index i and the transmitted signal. The received signal R then becomes R = K h i + W where W is white and 
